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Talk Topics
•Are you ready for this? In this talk, I will go over different automated 

testing techniques, the challenges we face, and how you can validate 
your VR content with existing open source technologies such as 
Selenium, Appium, and image comparison. I will provide a live demo 
with code examples and cover the different tools to achieve this. 

•VR is a tricky thing to validate in a deterministic way. The techniques I 
cover will show you how this can be done in an automated way without 
having to manually test your VR application. With image comparison 
technologies, and libraries such as OpenCV, FFMPEG, Selenium, Appium, 
and Applitools we can utilize these tools to validate our VR applications. 

•Topic Examples: Desktop Web VR, Native Android App VR & VR Video.
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Many Kinds of VR
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Not Augmented Reality
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So why Virtual Reality?
•Reviewing consumer Products 

•Entertainment 

•Concerts 

•Sports 

•Games 

•Amusement park rides 

•Commercial and Real Estate Tours 

•Vacation Destinations
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Testing VR Today

Credit: Henry Stuart 
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So what are our options?
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Desktop Browser VR
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Let’s look at some code!
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VR Web Image Validations
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But can it find issues?
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Native Android Virtual Reality
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Validations in Non-VR Mode

•Swipe/Touch gestures are too flaky by themselves to be deterministic. 

•Often the view is shifted a few degrees +/- from the baseline image. 

•The view is not always guaranteed to be at the exact same starting spot either. 

•So what options do we have?
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Orienting by Image with OpenCV!

•The downside with image recognition is its very slow…
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Let’s look at some code!
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Slight shifting can cause image 
validations to fail!
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Testing in VR Mode
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VR Mode Challenges
•Touch or Swipe events aren’t allowed nor exists when in this 

mode. 

•Orienting the screen to exact starting points to be deterministic. 

•Animations 

•If possible, have developers add a test hook to pause 
animations. 

•So what options do we have? 

•Using Android Sensors instead!
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Android Virtual Sensors
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But how do we automate  
Android Sensors?

•Using the Android Device Bridge (ADB)! 

•We need to telnet into the device/emulator to send console commands.
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Let’s look at some code!
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Let’s look at some code!
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VR Mode Test Example
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How about VR Mode Menu Options?
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Let’s look at more code!
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VR Mode Menu Example
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VR Video
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VR Video Validation
•A lot of VR applications are based on VR streaming videos.  

•MP4 is the most popular format. 

• Why not regression test the video directly? 

•But how?  

•With FFmpeg and Applitools! 

•Using an FFmpeg feature to extract “keyframes” (sometimes called index 
frames that are pictures used as a reference in video files 

•FFmpeg is an open source library, able 
to decode, encode, transcode, mux, demux, stream, filter and play pretty 
much anything that humans and machines have created.
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Let’s look at some code!
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Let’s watch it run!
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Applitools Image Results
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Helpful Resources
•Great Overview and Tips: https://www.joecolantonio.com/testing-virtual-augmented-reality/ 

•OpenCV: https://opencv.org/ 

•AirTest: https://airtest.netease.com/ 

•Bitbar OpenCV Mobile Gaming Example: https://bitbar.com/blog/using-opencv-and-akaze-
for-mobile-app-and-game-testing/ 

•Ru Cindrea - Testing Unity Apps with Appium: https://bitbar.com/blog/guest-blog-
altunitytester-testing-unity-games-and-apps-using-appium/ 

•2018 Appium Conference: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KwmanWMTh10 

•Video Image Validations: https://applitools.com/blog/automate-video-testing-using-selenium 

•Android Sensor Events: https://developer.android.com/reference/android/hardware/
SensorEvent 

•NTD Code Examples Repository: https://github.com/isonic1/NTD
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Conclusion

TEST like nobody is watching!
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